
HOLIDAY GUIDE
2021

A Smarter Fun



The FoxMind team is proud to present our 2021 Holiday Catalog!

We are grateful to the ever-growing base of retailers, consumers, teachers 
and educators who provide us with our ultimate raison d’être, to develop and 
produce toys and games that offer Smarter Fun!

Welcome!



HOW TO BUY OUR GAMES?

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL STORE.

SHOP
AROUND 

No local store nearby? 

SHOP AMAZON FOXMIND STORE

MAKE YOUR  
WISHLIST

1. 

2. 

3. VISIT OUR 
STORE LOCATOR

foxmind.com/store-locator/

https://www.amazon.com/stores/FoxMind/page/4748B442-A480-4821-8944-2690D77AD0D6?ref_=ast_bln
https://foxmind.com/store-locator/
http://foxmind.com/store-locator/


FOXMIND HOLIDAY CATALOG 2021 - Smarter Fun

4 ALL PRICES IN U.S. DOLLARS *

UNDER 

15$

AGE 5+ / PLAYERS 1+/ TIME 10

- Transparent disk with glittered silver sparkles.

- Play solo or 2 players in a game of rapid visual recognition!

- Builds logical thinking!

1095$HEXO FROSTY

STOCKING STUFFERS

AGE 5+ / PLAYERS 2/ TIME 10

895$ROUNDO HOLIDAY

- 2 Available colors, red & green in glittered finish. 

- An anti-stress, travel game of rapid visual recognition! 

- Fast-paced and lots of action!
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5* ALL PRICES IN U.S. DOLLARS

THE CATCH ME IF YOU CAN GAME!
Speedy Catch is a smart and fun game of speed and vi-

sual perception for the whole family!

Flip the top card, and match the characteristic  (animal, 

color or number) identified on the center of the card. 

Collect the most cards to win the game. 

AGE 5+ / PLAYERS 2-6/ TIME 10

- Fun for the whole family!

- Practice your skills of speed.

- Develops your visual perception.

1195$SPEEDY CATCH 

To play, place the deck of cards, category side up, in the 

center. Each player, in their turn, flips the top card and 

places it next to the deck, letters side up. A new catego-

ry card is now exposed in a specific color. On the flipped 

card, 3 letters appear in different colors. The first player 

to call out loud a word that starts with the letter that 

matches the color of the category wins the card.

AGE 8+ / PLAYERS 2-6/ TIME 15

Be the quickest to find a word that starts with a letter 

that matches a category to win a card. Have the most 

cards at the end to be the winner. 

1195$SPEEDY WORDSTM 
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6 ALL PRICES IN U.S. DOLLARS *

AGE 7+ / PLAYERS 1-4/ TIME 20

- 60 new challenges! 

- Adds a new 3D cube to your set of Match Madness blocks!

- Level 6 cards makes challenges even more EXTREME.

1995$MATCH MADNESS®
EXTREME EXPANSION

Shift your brain into high gear in this clever game of speed 

and perception.

Let the furious fun begin! Players sprint to arrange a set 

of 5 blocks so that they match a pattern shown on a card. 

First player to succeed grabs the card and a new match-

ing race starts. Tensions rise as you scramble to outpace 

and outsmart your opponents in this ingenious game of 

perception. So fire-up your neurons and be transported by 

Match Madness®!

WINNER OF “GAME OF THE YEAR” IN EUROPE!

AGE 7+ / PLAYERS 1-4/ TIME 15

- Fast-paced and lots of action! 

- A game of rapid visual recognition! 

- Perfect for game nights with family & friends!

2995$MATCH MADNESS® 

* YOU NEED MATCH MADNESS BASE GAME TO PLAY WITH THE EXPANSION.
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7* ALL PRICES IN U.S. DOLLARS

americanmensa.org

TOP PICKS

An adventurous band of pirates has set its sights on an island 

in The Bermuda Triangle known for the treasures it conceals.

On their way, they must overcome mysterious whirlpools that 

will drag their boat to the bottom of the sea. Will you be able 

to navigate your boat to the island in in the midst of this mys-

tic sea, amass the treasures and make your way back safely? 

Bermuda Pirates is a highly captivating family game where 

memory, dexterity, and sharp observation skills will be put to 

the test in order to prevail.

AGE 7+ / PLAYERS 2-4/ TIME 20

- High replay value with over 6,000 board configurations. 

- Develops memory, logic and dexterity. 

- Surprise catapult effect for great table presence.

2995$BERMUDA PIRATES

WINNER OF THE “MENSA AWARD” 2021
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8 ALL PRICES IN U.S. DOLLARS *

TOP PICKS

Race to pop the bubbles! 

Complete the challenges on the presto Cards and be the first 

to tap Bubblo to win the round! 

Players with quick reflexes, excellent eye-hand coordination 

and a good sense of observation will prevail in this fun party 

game for the whole family. 

AGE 6+ / PLAYERS 2-4/ TIME 15

- Includes one anti-stress squishy bubblo character.

- A party & learning game for the whole family.

- 4 game exclusive Go PoPs .

- Play the original Go Pop! game.

2495$PRESTO™
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9* ALL PRICES IN U.S. DOLLARS

TEACH & LEARN

To celebrate the 25th anniversary of the now acclaimed 

game Logix (and its successor Meta-Forms), we returned 

to our secret kitchen and baked Smart Cookies! 64 fresh, 

new brain-boosting logic puzzles offered in an enticing 

cookie format. We’ve tweaked our recipe to further chal-

lenge developing young minds that will eagerly snack on 

these delicious puzzles.

AGE 6+ / PLAYERS 1+/ TIME ∞
2495$SMART COOKIES®

Deduce your numbered tiles first to win! Each player is 

assigned numbered tiles that they cannot see but are 

visible to all other players. On your turn, call out a num-

ber you think is part of your set to break your secret code! 

Use your deduction skills in this captivating game for the 

whole family!

AGE 6+ / PLAYERS 2-5/ TIME 15
1995$FIGURE IT™ 

Players use magnetic walls and a good dose of creativity 

to build the most wicked maze that will leave their oppo-

nent scrambling to find their way out. 

Maze RacersTM is a race against time as from the moment 

a player has finished their maze, the opponent is left with 

one minute to finish theirs. When the time is up, both 

sides swap their maze boards and a furious race starts!

AGE 8+ / PLAYERS 2-4/ TIME 10
3495$MAZE RACERS® 
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10 ALL PRICES IN U.S. DOLLARS *

AGE 7+ / PLAYERS 2/ TIME 10

- Improves observation.

- Develops dexterity, color recognition & motor skills.

- Builds logical thinking!

1495$SIXO™

FAMILY GAMES

AGE 7+ / PLAYERS 2-6/ TIME 15

- Fun for the whole family!

- Practice your skills of speed.

- Develops your visual perception.

1495$KABAMMM!™
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11* ALL PRICES IN U.S. DOLLARS

Players hit the tree with the axe to gather bark blocks, 

which are worth 1 point each. They must also avoid 

re-moving Core Blocks, which are worth 5 negative 

points. 

At the end of the game, the player with the most 

points wins. So, chop carefully and try only to collect 

bark pieces.

AGE 5+ / PLAYERS 2-7/ TIME 10
2495$TAC TAC JACK 

- A 3D dexterity game. 

- Easy to learn, easy to play. 

- Plays up to seven players!
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FAMILY GAMES

Go PoP! Colorio is a soothing, tactile toy combined with a 

simple logic game. It is designed to gently stimulate several 

of your child’s senses and skills.

AGE 3+ / PLAYERS 1-2/ TIME ∞

- Color PoP! : Develop Visual Perception 

- Number Pop! : Learn to Count

- Sensory PoP! : Focus & Relax

- Speed PoP! : Improve Motor Skills

1495$COLORIO™

ACTIVITY BOOK INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES.



1095$

495$

1095$

895$

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

FoxMind Toys & Games FoxMindGamesFoxMindGames

 For more fun games visit  www.foxmind.com


